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Abstract—WebAssembly is a new-generation low-level bytecode format and gaining wide adoption in browser-centric applications. Nevertheless, WebAssembly is originally designed as a general approach for running binaries on any runtime environments more than the web. This paper presents Wasmachine, an OS aiming to efficiently and securely execute WebAssembly applications in IoT and Fog devices with constrained resources. Wasmachine achieves more efficient execution than conventional OSs by compiling WebAssembly ahead of time to native binary and executing it in kernel mode for zero-cost system calls. Wasmachine maintains high security by not only exploiting many sandboxing features of WebAssembly but also implementing the OS kernel in Rust to ensure memory safety. We benchmark commonly-used IoT and fog applications and the results show that Wasmachine is up to 11% faster than Linux.

I. INTRODUCTION

WebAssembly is a young binary instruction format first released in 2017 by mainstream browser vendors [1]. Its primary design goal was to provide an approach to run portable executables with near native performance in web browser environments. Developers, who wish to leverage WebAssembly, can write their applications in various kinds of high level languages (e.g., C++ or Javascript) and use corresponding compiler toolchains to generate WebAssembly binary. Recently, we have witnessed the emergence of many web applications built on WebAssembly such as data visualization [2], video processing [3], and games [4].

More recently, researchers start taking WebAssembly beyond the web. Two research works [5], [6] have explored WebAssembly’s potential, specifically security and portability, on IoT and edge computing. WebAssembly possesses many security features such as sandboxed linear memory and structured control flow. They can mitigate many common security vulnerabilities and errors stemming from direct memory access. WebAssembly is also agnostic to source languages and target platforms. Therefore, a WebAssembly binary can be compiled once and run freely across different hardware architectures without reconfiguration. Despite these promising results, a recent study [7] reveals an open challenge of using WebAssembly in IoT and fog computing: an application compiled to WebAssembly runs slower by an average of 45% compared with its native opponent (i.e., same application compiled to native machine codes). Though the study does not provide any concrete solutions to the performance parity, its analysis hints that the culprit may lie in existing WebAssembly runtime.

A conventional WebAssembly runtime, as shown in Fig I (a), is a program that translates WebAssembly binary instructions to native CPU machine codes before execution. The translation is most achieved in a just-in-time (JIT) fashion; when a WebAssembly application starts, it will be first interpreted, and after a while, methods frequently executed will be compiled to native codes to improve execution efficiency. JIT enables fast start up time but less efficient codes due to limited time that can be spent on code optimization. Using JIT is reasonable in the context of web browsing, where startup time may significantly affect user experience. However, it is suboptimal for IoT or fog computing, where code efficiency is preferred.

A runtime also assists a WebAssembly program with system call operations (e.g., networking or file access). Specifically, WebAssembly does not have built-in privileged instructions like system calls and hardware input/output. The only workaround for WebAssembly to execute system calls is to invoke WebAssembly system interfaces (WASI), a set of system call wrapper functions explicitly exposed to WebAssembly memory by the runtime. This invocation process has to go through two boundaries as shown in Fig I (a); the first one is from applications to runtime (normalizing function parameters to match system call prototypes), and the second one is from runtime to kernel (context switching from Ring 3 user mode to Ring 0 kernel mode). Either of these boundaries can incur a significant performance overhead.

To address these issues, we present Wasmachine, a secure runtime/OS aiming to run WebAssembly applications faster than native on a bare-metal machine. Figure I (b) demonstrates the basic workflow of Wasmachine. Given a number of WebAssembly applications, Wasmachine first compiles them into native binary objects using an Ahead-of-Time (AOT) compiler. AOT compilation can spend as much time applying complex optimization methods and tends to produce more efficient binary. The resulting objects can then be statically linked to Wasmachine runtime. Unlike conventional runtime programs which have to run on top of an OS, Wasmachine runtime itself is an OS kernel for bare-metal machines. Wasmachine kernel exports system calls in WASI prototypes and runs each WebAssembly application as a sandboxed kernel thread (i.e., in Ring 0). This design enables WebAssembly applications to invoke system calls as normal functions without the cost of parameter normalization and context switching. We implement the kernel in Rust, a strong-type system-level...
programming language that delivers memory safety with zero-cost abstractions. It has a low memory footprint (102KB for x64) and can be easily deployed to embedded devices with limited resources.

We consolidated the above techniques and implemented a prototype of Wasmachine on commonly-used hardware architectures such as x64 and aarch64. Based on the prototype, we conducted a performance benchmark on several essential components in IoT and fog computing. The results show that WebAssembly applications in Wasmachine is up to 11% faster than their native opponents in Linux.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section II explains the design of our AOT compiler for WebAssembly. Section III elaborates the kernel implementation of Wasmachine. Section IV offers a preliminary performance evaluation of Wasmachine. Section V shows the related work and is followed by section VI concluding this paper with future work.

II. AOT COMPILATION FOR WEBASSEMBLY

Wasmachine implements an AOT compiler to compile WebAssembly instructions into native CPU instructions before execution. AOT compilation brings about multiple advantages. First, AOT compilation can perform complex code optimizations, which in most cases of JIT compilation will be considered much too costly. Secondly, it can also save disk space because we do not have to ship a bulky compiler in the runtime. Lastly, AOT compilation can also improve a device’s battery life by doing compute-intensive compilation process offline. These features can be quite useful for resource-constrained IoT or fog devices.

Our AOT compiler is constructed with the LLVM compiler infrastructure. We first utilize Flex and Bison to generate a lexer and a parser for WebAssembly. These tools allow us to iterate each WebAssembly instruction and convert it into LLVM intermediate representation (IR). The conversion is generally not difficult since WebAssembly and LLVM IR are both relatively low-level instructions and many of them are similar semantically. The conversion result may be suboptimal and can be significantly improved with the help of LLVM optimization passes (e.g., constant elimination and loop unrolling). Afterwards, the optimized IRs can be sent to LLVM backends to generate native objects for different CPU architectures. These native objects will be statically linked to Wasmachine kernel and function as a kernel thread.

Running untrusted applications in kernel space is generally a risky idea. Nevertheless, our AOT compiler is designed to generate trusted and sandboxed binary objects by exploiting many security features of WebAssembly. The first security feature we can harness effortlessly is that WebAssembly has no built-in privileged instructions such as hardware input/output or syscall. It ensures that WebAssembly alone (and its translated native binary) has no capability to express and execute any sensitive instructions. The only workaround to execute privileged instructions is through external APIs (WASI) explicitly exposed to WebAssembly memory space. These external APIs, however, can be easily scrutinized by our compiler in the linkage time. For instance, our compiler can whitelist socket functions to allow Internet access, while blacklisting the file functions to prevent filesystem access.

Our compiler also delivers application memory isolation by exploiting the linear memory model of WebAssembly. In details, every WebAssembly application has one specially-designated default linear memory mem. It is a contiguous byte-addressable range of memory spanning from offset 0 and extending up to a varying memory size. The memory content can be read and written by memory operation instructions ‘load’ and ‘store’ with an offset parameter. A simplified example is ‘i32.load 10’, which loads a 32-bit integer sitting in \( \text{mem}[10\ldots13] \). To translate these memory operations, our compiler first inserts a program initialization routine, which allocates a contiguous memory chunk to serve as the linear memory and records its address in a global variable base. Afterwards, the compiler transforms the parameter of each memory operation by adding the value of base. For instance, the WebAssembly instruction ‘i32.load 10’ will be transformed into LLVM IR `%result = load i32, i32* %address_temp`.

We can ensure that all memory operations are constrained in the allocated linear memory by injecting bounds-checking instructions (compare and branch) on `%address_temp`. If an out-of-bound access is detected, we would terminate the application immediately to ensure system security. However, this software bound-checking inevitably leads to performance penalty. Wasmachine introduces a hardware checking to avoid the penalty in the next section.

Another safety guarantee our compiler can deliver is control-flow integrity. It is a safety mechanism that prevent attackers from arbitrarily controlling program behavior (i.e., making unintended control-flow transitions). Generally, there are three types of external control-flow transitions that need to be protected including 1) Direct jumps or function calls,
2) Indirect function calls, and 3) Returns. Note that (1) has been partially protected by WebAssembly’s structured control flow, which represents code as an ordered sequence of basic blocks and scoped control flow constructs (e.g., if-else or loop). Notably, goto (jump) statement is deliberately excluded and branching instructions must point to valid destinations within the enclosing constructs. Our compiler further protects (1) by setting the application’s code segment to be immutable to prevent code injection. To protect 2), our compiler injects instructions to verify signature of indirect function calls at each call site. Regarding 3), our compiler employs a shadow stack technology, which stores stack variables in a separate user-addressable stack in linear memory at compile time. This prevents attackers to overwrite return address by stack smashing (e.g., stack overflow).

III. Kernel Implementation

Wasmachine implements a lightweight kernel to better fit the needs of running WebAssembly applications efficiently in resource-constrained devices. This section briefly describes the implementation of our kernel, focusing on areas in which the integration of WebAssembly affected the design.

Kernel Architecture and Programming Language. Wasmachine features a Unix-like monolithic kernel architecture and currently supports 64-bit x86 and armv8 hardware. The kernel is written in assembly and Rust. Assembly is required to initialize hardware (e.g., timer and interrupt controller) during boot time and to save/restore registers during a context switch. The reasons we use Rust rather than C are multifold. First, C requires extra care to manage memory safely, even then bugs (e.g., buffer overflow, use-after-free and data racing) are still common. Rust can easily prevent these bugs by enforcing a set of type-safety and memory-safety rules in compile time. Rust also provides many convenient abstractions such as unicode strings and memory pools, which we can reuse to reduce the implementation workload.

Process Management. Wasmachine simplifies the process management model in two aspects. First, Wasmachine does not make use of ‘protection ring’. Unlike convention OSs that run user applications and kernel codes in Ring 3 and Ring 0 separately, Wasmachine runs everything in Ring 0. Wasmachine disables the hardware protection because our compiler has already enforced the sandbox protection. This design also brings about a significant advantage: it removes the context switch overhead of each system call, which is now just a normal function call. Secondly, Wasmachine treats each WebAssembly process as a thread. This simplification is made based on the fact that WebAssembly currently does not support multithreading. We are planning to alter this process model once the multithreading feature becomes available in the next version of WebAssembly.

Memory Management. Since the kernel and WebAssembly applications are all running in Ring 0, they share a same memory address space, in other words, using a same paging table. This improves memory cache performance since it avoids page cache invalidation due to page table switching. Nevertheless, the process memory isolation can still be implicitly enforced by bounds-checking of memory operations. Wasmachine uses a hardware bounds-checking. It exploits a fact that WebAssembly memory instructions take a 32-bit unsigned integer as an offset of the linear memory (i.e., 4GB addressable space). Therefore, by arranging memory regions of processes 4GB away from each other, we can ensure that an application would not be able to access the memory from other applications. A possible implementation is that we first divide entire virtual memory space into segments of 4GB and number them. Afterwards, we can assign memory segments with an odd numbers for each application. Unlike software bounds-checking, this approach inserts no extra instructions and incurs no performance overhead.

System Calls. Wasmachine implements a subset of WASI functions as system calls. They provide filesystem access via a Virtual File System (VFS) layer that supports popular low-level filesystem formats (e.g., in-memory, EXT2, FAT32). Wasmachine also enables networking via an off-the-shelf TCP/IP stack ‘Smoltp’ and implements commonly used Ethernet adapter drivers. Note that Wasmachine is SMP-aware and can run processes in parallel on multi-core hardware. To enable concurrent access to the system calls, Wasmachine implements commonly-used locking primitives like spinlocks, mutexes and semaphores to guard and synchronize internal data structures.

IV. Preliminary Evaluation

This section demonstrates preliminary performance evaluation of Wasmachine. The experiments reported below were run on a KVM machine with a quad-core 3 GHz GPU, 1 GB RAM, and a dedicated gigabit Ethernet connection. The benchmarks use an in-memory file system in order to stress the CPU efficiency of the kernel. A HTTP server and an in-memory database are tested, since they are essential components in IoT and fog computing. Meanwhile, we also evaluate a real-life use case, which is a LaTeX online compilation service.

HTTP Server. We use Nginx as a HTTP server. The server is configured with one worker. A client runs a stress testing tool called ApacheBench to execute 5000 HTTP GET requests in total and 500 requests at a time. Each request will obtain a dummy file of 1 KB.

In-memory database. Redis is an in-memory key/value database. The benchmark runs one single-threaded Redis server. A client uses a program called redis-benchmark to generate 100000 GET requests with random keys.

LaTeX. We also evaluate a real-life use case. We deploy an online LaTeX compilation service inside our organization such that everyone can upload and compile their LaTeX documents using browsers. We implemented the service using a modified LaTeX engine which constantly fetches a compilation job from a task queue. We measure the compilation time for a 10-page IEEE LaTeX documents.

The experiments are carried out under three settings, including WebAssembly in Wasmachine, WebAssembly in conventional runtime (WasmTime), and native binary in Linux. We
WebAssembly is a low-level bytecode format, which provides an abstraction over modern hardware. It is independent to programming languages, hardware architectures, and operating systems. Today, a growing number of compilers start supporting WebAssembly as a compilation target. They can compile commonly-used programming languages such as C/C++ [8] and Javascript [9] into WebAssembly binaries, which can be directly executed in mainstream browsers. Many useful WebAssembly-based browser applications are emerging such as interactive 3D visualization [2], audio and video software [3], and games [4].

More recently, researchers are exploring WebAssembly’s potential beyond the Web, especially on IoT and Fog Computing. Jacobsson et al., [5] exploits WebAssembly’s portability to run the same WebAssembly binary across embedded devices with different hardware architectures. Commerical-grade Cloudflare [10] and a recent research work [6] exploit secure features of WebAssembly to enable sandbox execution of user-provided WebAssembly modules. Recently, a performance evaluation of WebAssembly [7] shows that an application compiled to WebAssembly runs slower by an average of 45% compared with its native opponent. A potential culprit is the WebAssembly runtime. Existing runtime environments translate WebAssembly instructions to native binary using JIT compilation. It tends to generate sub-optimal binary due to the lack of sufficient code optimizations. Moreover, these environments are acting as another sandboxed ‘OS’ on top of the real OS. This design incurs a significant overhead in performance.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents Wasmachine, a secure OS that can efficiently execute WebAssembly applications in IoT and edge devices with constrained resources. Wasmachine is efficient thanks to its ahead-of-time compilation and kernel mode execution. Wasmachine maintains high security owing to sandbox features of WebAssembly and memory-safety in Rust.

Nevertheless, Wasmachine is still a research prototype and missing some useful features for production. One important pending feature is resource provisioning, which can be used to limit a process’s execution time and maximum memory usage in multi-task scenarios. Currently, Wasmachine only applies rudimentary Robin Round process scheduling such that every process has a fair share of CPU time. Wasmachine also assumes that all processes can be fitted into main memory and is yet to implement the page swapping. Another missing feature is hardware-specific accelerations. Our AOT compiler now instructs LLVM backends to disable hardware-specific acceleration features such as AVX2 or SIMD in order to maximize binary portability. We are planning to enable acceleration extensions in next release by allowing users to specific feature profiles of target CPUs. Wasmachine is also lacking a cluster management functionality. Nowadays, near all IoT and fog computing systems work in a distributed manner. It is essential to provide a cluster management framework such that users can easily scale and manage their applications. We are planning to open-source our AOT compiler and kernel such that we can receive more contributions from enthusiast developers.
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